SOURCES OF LIFE
BY OSKAR ROEHLER

SOURCES OF LIFE and HERKUNFT (“Origin”,
a novel by Oskar Roehler) – both film and novel
add up to a major autobiographical project
as well as a fascinating post-war panorama
that stretches from 1949 to the late 1970s.
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Through the eyes of Erich, his children and grandchildren we experience
the milestones in the history of post-war Federal Republic Germany. When
Erich returns from the battlefield he finds out his wife has taken a lover. He
contributes to the “economic miracle” by building a garden gnome factory.
Meanwhile his son Klaus decides to become a poet, yet his wife turns out to

“Watching the film will bring back many memories: our childhood, our
youth, and the whole process of growing up. We will remember the feeling,
the sensualities of each era, navigating our path through the labyrinth of our
ancestors’ errors; all this within a context of love: Love as seen through
each individual generation. What we have is also an odyssey full of obscure
and tragicomic aspects.” Oskar Roehler

be the far more talented writer. Under the influence of the famous Group 47
and concepts of free love, grandson Robert will eventually break free and
find true love in the midst of narcissism, petty bourgeoisie and former Nazis.
And despite his frustrations even Erich will be moved to acts of kindness.
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DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT

SOURCES OF LIFE charts 40 years of history of the Federal Republic of Germany.
The film takes a look at three generations by telling their love stories. It is a
large-scale family saga beginning with Erich Rother, who returns from the
battlefield to become the first manufacturer of garden gnomes in West Germany.
In his absence his wife Elisabeth has found happiness with someone else
and struggles to return the feelings she is supposed to have for her estranged
husband. The relationship retains its prudish nature until the two are old and
gray, but in the end a big surprise is revealed.
The torch is passed on from father to son Klaus who breaks away from the
family tradition to become a writer. He meets his match in Gisela, a young girl
who strives out to be a writer, too – and will a more successful one than Klaus.
This is also a portrait of the budding German cultural scene of the late fifties
with its prudish, offish attitude – the criticism of the influential Group 47 that
“butchered” my father. My mother, on the other hand, looks like a prose writing
super model praised to the skies as a literary genius – most certainly an
unconscious reaction to her glamour. The marriage fails and the little son is
sent to his grandparents. As the mother basks in her short-lived international
fame the father returns to Berlin with severely battered self-confidence.
Eventually he becomes one of the student movement’s gray eminences and
later the treasurer of the RAF (Red Army Faction). He starts to unravel and
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regularly succumbs to inebriation, another historical showcase example of
the Federal Republic of Germany which recently turned fifty.
Those of us from the West also had our Republic – with all its desires, idealism
and attempts – both successful and failed – to deal with the rest of our identity.
This has often brought forth bizarre and charming stories that tragicomically
reveal a great deal about our country.
A love story– told with a certain wit and profundity – is the best way to depict
the heritage, the generation gaps, the desires, pressures and later the political
illusion that unites and disunites people in equal measure. These touching,
passionate and sometimes humorous tales, viewed from a certain distance
with a twist of humor, are an attempt to bring the SOURCES OF LIFE to life.
Last in line is Robert, the son of the two authors, who, at the same time as the
narrator, lures us into rural Germany in the sixties and seventies – to a childhood
love which grows into an intense adolescent love offering surprising twists.
Our good old Federal Republic, which I researched in letters, novels and family
histories – and which, to a large extent, I experienced myself – has proven to
be a real treasure chest for what I believe are stirring, contemporary love stories.
I hope you enjoy the film.
Oskar Roehler
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WRITER / DIRECTOR
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Son to author couple Gisela Elsner and Klaus Roehler, Oskar Roehler was
born in 1959 in Starnberg. He started his career as a screenwriter of various
cinema films and directed his first feature GENTLEMAN in 1995. His film NO
PLACE TO GO (DIE UNBERÜHRBARE, 2000), a very personal and sensitively
told portrait of his mother, was Roehler’s breakthrough. The film was awarded
the German Film Award in Gold, among other awards, and Hannelore Elsner
received the German Film Award for Best Actress for her role in the film.
Other award-winning films include: ANGST (DER ALTE AFFE ANGST) which
was in the competition at the Berlinale in 2003, AGNES AND HIS BROTHERS
(AGNES UND SEINE BRÜDER) which screened in Venice, his film adaptation of
Michel Houellebecq’s novel ATOMISED (ELEMENTARTEILCHEN, 2006) of the
same name, LULU & JIMI (2008), and JEW SÜSS – RISE AND FALL (JUD SÜSS –
FILM OHNE GEWISSEN, 2010).
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GENERATIONS
THE FIRST GENERATION: ELISABETH
AND ERICH, MARTIN AND HILDEGARD
Robert’s grandmothers belong to the generation born before World War One.
These women have been through hard times: two wars; the hyperinflation of
the late 1920s; National Socialism; the unconditional surrender of Germany
after the Second World War; the struggle for survival in its aftermath. The
economic construction of the Federal Republic followed and so did the birth
of a democratic society driven by American influence. Many women of their
generation had to come to terms with the fact that their husbands never
returned from the battlefields. And many of them had grown used to taking
care of their families alone during the war.
When some husbands eventually did return home after all – some not until
1955, ten years after the war’s end – they were often traumatised and had
great difficulty finding their place within a newly build society. The 1950
“Assistance Measures for Returnees Law” guaranteed veterans special conditions when looking for accommodation and work. For many women it also
meant the end of professional life and the return to the kitchen stove. When
Erich returns from a prisoner of war camp Elisabeth eventually sacrifices her
love of Marie for the sake of a traditional family model. Eric, in turn, never
loses his respect for her.
Hildegard is financially well situated and leads a life of luxury. Her behaviour
towards her husband, Martin, appears very cool, though this doesn’t seem to
bother him. Divorce was uncommon in this generation; unhappy marriages not.
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THE THIRD GENERATION:
LAURA AND ROBERT
The generation of those born between 1955 and 1965 profited from post ‘68
social change apparent in public life, inter-generational and social interrelations.
Youth suddenly had its say. Conventions in role behaviour, fashion, travel and
culture were challenged. Everything seemed possible. This represented great
freedom, but also a great burden for a generation that had to reinvent itself
entirely.

This is why Lisa and Robert’s love affair is so clumsy at first: they alternate
between outmoded codes of morality of the 1950s and the new casualness
that is lived out before their very eyes – not least by Robert’s father Klaus,
who celebrates this new freedom without finding any to satisfaction in it.

THE SECOND GENERATION:
GISELA AND KLAUS
Born between 1928 and 1938 the parents’ generation experienced the war
as children. This generation was marked by the National Socialistic influence
in youth organisations, by the anxiety caused by Ally bombardments in the
later war years and by the years of hunger that followed. As young adults
they were pensive and critical; many of them took part in the Easter Marches
against atomic weapons in the early 1960s, now considered a precursor of the
1968 protests. Although too old for the Student Movement they did sympathise.

tionship is symptomatic in the 50s and early 60s. In her radical pursuits of her
interests and desire for self-realisation, Gisela represents a type of woman
that was still an exception in this era.
In contrast Laura’s mother, Mrs Werner, represents the kind of housewife
that would often feature in minute-long television adverts. Common was the
so called “Housewife syndrome”, the kind of depression that manifests itself
in obsessive cleaning.

A decisive feature in the increasing self-determination of women was the
introduction of the pill in 1961 – a liberating event of far-reaching consequences.
Women were legally granted equal rights as of a 1957 law, yet until 1977 they
could not, for example, earn a living without the explicit approval of the husband.
Klaus’ patriarchal demeanour towards Gisela in the early days of their rela-
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
Length
Genre
Shooting Format
Screening Format
Sound
Language

174 min
Drama
35mm
35mm, DCP / 1:1.85
Dolby Digital
German

